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----------- OpenNERO is an open source software platform designed for research and education in the field of Artificial
Intelligence. In particular, OpenNERO has been used to implement several demos and exercises for Russell and Norvig's
textbook Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach. These demos and exercises illustrate AI methods such as brute-force
search, heuristic search, scripting, reinforcement learning, and evolutionary computation, and AI problems such as maze
running, vacuuming, and robotic battle. OpenNERO Open Source platform allows for the implementation of simple AI
problems for the reinforcement learning environments. We will work with the reinforcement learning environment, OpenAI
Gym, to generate simple AI problems to practice reinforcement learning with the OpenNERO platform. The current task (a) is a
reinforcement learning environment based on OpenAI Gym. So OpenNERO can be used as a platform to implement this
exercise. Task (a) ----------- AlphaGo Zero is a self-play reinforcement learning environment created by OpenAI. The
environment's goal is to learn to play the game Go from a starting position. AlphaGo Zero is designed to learn Go from scratch
(i.e., from no knowledge of the game) by playing against itself (the so-called self-play mode). Task (b) ----------- Baseline
----------- This task is an adaptation of Task (a). It is the same task, but with a large number of states and action available to the
agent. A naive agent would perform better here than an AlphaGo Zero agent because the number of possible actions that the
agent can perform at each state is much greater than in OpenAI Go. Task (c) ----------- Maze Runner ----------- This task is an
adapted maze running exercise. The maze that we will use is an inverted "T" maze. The "T" maze is flipped in a way that makes
it a reflection of the one we used for the previous maze. In addition, the solution is flipped. Maze Runner: OpenNERO
------------- Maze Runner is an exercise for OpenNERO and is based on the maze running exercise from the book. The maze
that we use was adapted from this same book. The maze runs along the x axis and has walls made out of black boxes. Maze
Runner: OpenNERO Solution --------- Maze Runner: OpenNERO Solution Task (e) ----------- Robotic Battle ----------- Robotic
Battle is a game designed for robotic
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Norvig and Russell's AI textbook was released in 2009 and is currently the most widely used introduction to AI for all levels.
The current implementation of their demo and exercises has open access for students, educators, or users and is a great
introduction to AI. This book uses the Python programming language and this library as a foundation. All chapters are
accompanied by demos or exercises that illustrate the intended concepts. OpenNERO provides the following features and
functions: Active learning through self-play: interactive learning in the language of the subject matter. Robotic battle: A
formalization of a two-player battle played on a grid. Maze running: A maze is defined by a graph, and a graph is defined as a
sequence of moves. State-based functions: These include a reinforcement learning, MCTS, and a neural net. Creation of an
intuitive programming environment: Students don't need to know programming to use OpenNERO; instead they just need to be
interested in AI. Beginner - advanced: Users of all levels can use OpenNERO without knowing how it works. This project
supports Python 3 and Python 2.6 or newer. Hanoi is a great board game. Some people call it an impossible game. In Hanoi,
pieces are stacked on the edge of a round platform. One person holds the platform. The remaining three players are attempting
to move the stack with their pieces off the platform and to their end. Each player is trying to move only one piece. If it is
impossible to move, it will remain on the platform. If it is possible, the player will get to choose a new piece to move. This game
is made of seven stages. The player will play until they make the entire stack on the end. This project is a mobile game that
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plays Hanoi. It's meant for small boards for mobile phones. Features: - Plays Hanoi in less than 2 seconds, for most users. - No
timers are used. - Gamepad controls. - Cross-platform and supports Windows, iOS, and Android. LTE is a game where you
place the four most common Australian states on a board, and your goal is to surround as many "white spaces" as possible.
Game Features: - Plays on most phones, phones and tablets - Requires one button per player to move. - States are placed on a
board where the board isn't scrolling. - The player 09e8f5149f
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OpenNERO is an implementation of the Open Mind Design’s network representation and inference architecture. A simplified
overview of the basic architecture: OpenNERO implements several basic inference techniques, including discrete inference and
relational inference. The basic implementation is built from a minimum of core classes and uses an in-memory data store. All
data is stored in an object-oriented, inheritance-based, graph-oriented data store. An extended inference program is executed
with a specific set of rules, after which the results are stored in the data store. The data store is a key component in
OpenNERO's concurrent architecture. We are using OpenNERO for solving some assignments from NIPS 2017, the main one
is the CRI Network-Unit Assignment. In this assignment, we are developing a Conway's Life-like AI to recognize different
patterns from graphics and simulate them. The main feature of this AI is that the patterns can evolve. In this case, we use
OpenNERO and its in-memory data store. In the following work, we cover the background of this assignment, how we finished
our work, the source code and how to run the AI. Background The CRI Network-Unit assignment is a popular AI task from
NIPS 2017. In this assignment, students are building a Single-Agent AI to solve some basic problems in the field of Computer
Science, including Cellular Automata, Pattern Recognition, and Rule-Based Inference. The main instruction of this assignment
is to build an AI that can be used to recognize different patterns (Cellular Automata, Patterns), and to define the structure of
these patterns (Rule-Based Inference). For the mentioned problems, we have defined a set of tasks, a template, and several
examples. For our work, we chose to work on the Rule-Based Inference Task (Section 5.4 of the template). This task includes
an example written in Scheme, as well as a Snake Game to solve, and another example (The Grammar Game) in OpenNERO.
Important: You can find the source code for all the OpenNERO project files in this archive: The example presented in Section
5.4.3. of the template represents an AI problem called Grammar Game. In this AI problem, the goal is to solve a well-known
grammar game. The problem consists of building a software agent to drive a snake against the player. The aim is to use the

What's New In OpenNERO?
In OpenNERO, we provide support for three important AI methods: heuristic search, scripting and reinforcement learning, and
evolutionary computation. In heuristic search, we support several types of heuristic for evaluating sub-goals, and we support a
sub-goal builder that generates partial solutions for subgoals based on rules. In scripting, we support a scripting language for
defining heuristics, and we support different types of scripting scripts, including mathematical scripts and Python scripts. In
reinforcement learning, we support only the Q-learning algorithm, and a new parent selection method. In evolutionary
computation, we support the different types of evolutionary algorithm, such as population-based and multi-objective
evolutionary algorithms. With OpenNERO, you can implement your AI projects using these AI methods, including the different
problems listed below in the benchmark section. In the exercises section, you can find example problems in the AI field. We
also provide the source code of these demos and exercises in the OpenNERO archive. Benchmark: Maze Runner: A maze
runner is an AI problem to reach a goal in a maze. The maze is typically a grid representation of a map, and the goal is a location
in the map. Vacuum Cleaner: A vacuuming machine is an AI problem to clean the ground in an area. The area is typically a
room. The machine is controlled by an agent that controls the time-varying parameters of the cleaning process and the location
where it starts. The ground is modeled as a graph where nodes are located and edges are edges between these nodes. A solution
is a cleaning plan, such as when to visit a node and which nodes to visit during the cleaning plan. Urban Environments: Urban
environments are a set of maps, where each map represents a different city, such as a chess city, a dungeon city, and so on. The
basic problem is to reach the goal in any map. Robotic Battle: A robotic battle is a robotic competition game in which two
agents, called bots, play against each other. At each step, each bot can move one of its arms towards the other bot. At the end of
the game, one of the bots is defeated and the other one has won. The bots use knowledge about the size, shape, and position of
the arena to predict the movement of each other. They use this knowledge to decide whether to attack the opponent or not, and
what weapons to use when.
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or 8 Processor: Intel® Core™ i3 processor Memory: 2 GB RAM Storage: 4 GB available hard disk
space Graphics: Microsoft DirectX 9 graphics device with 256 MB RAM Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound Card:
DirectX compatible sound card Additional Notes: NVIDIA® GeForce™ GTX 1060 or later or AMD Radeon™ RX 560 or
greater Recommended: OS: Windows 10 Processor: Intel® Core™ i7 processor Memory: 4
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